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Doin' it the Period Way: Redacting Medieval Recipes 
Introduction 

Redacting recipes is an important skill you need to develop if you are going to advance in SCA 

cookery.  Eventually you are going to want to try a cuisine where you just have a manuscript, but no 

one else’s redactions…. Or you find yourself disagreeing intensely with someone else’s redaction.  

Redacting is a skill that like any other improves with practice, but hopefully these notes will give you a 

starting point. 

 

The Golden Rules of Redactions 
When redacting recipes, there are two recipes I always keep in mind, that guide every redaction I do. 

 

Golden Rule 1: If the food produced isn’t liked, the redaction is a failure, 

One of the major goals of a SCA cook, if not THE major goal, is to produce food that’s fun and/or tasty 

to eat.  It doesn’t matter how accurate, how expensive, how darned spiffy a dish is – if people don’t eat 

it because it’s awful, the dish is a failure. 

 

Please note, this does not mean you always shy away from the weird and shocking – it just means you 

provide other food as well as the weird, and only small amounts of weird.  One of these days 

Mordenvale WILL be served chicken’s testicles at a feast.  But they won’t be a major component of the 

feast, and there will be non-testicle chicken for people to eat as well. 

 

Golden Rule 2:   The only substitutions that should be made are for toxic/extinct ingredients, 

or when a modern method will produce the same result for less hassle. 

Frequently, when reading recipes in books about medieval food, you will find people have substituted a 

modern method of cooking that’s not mentioned in the text of the recipe (for example frying meat 

instead of braising or stewing it), or they will add ingredients or leave ingredients out.  NO.  In the age 

of Internet shopping, “I couldn’t find an ingredient” is (mostly) no longer the reason it was twenty years 

ago – it’s an excuse for being lazy.  Similarly, changing the preparation because people won’t be used 

to the recipe is lazy.  Yes, it might seem weird.  You won’t know how people will like it until you try it.  

(That said, using muslin and a strainer to produce a puree rather than a blender is a lot of hard work for 

no good reason.) 

 

However, ancient and medieval cooks used ingredients we now know to be toxic, and these should be 
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substituted or left out.  We are also more aware of dietary concerns these days, so failing to provide 

gluten-free options for celiac sufferers for example, is rude.  Similarly, there may be substitutions you 

can make to make it easier for people with severe allergies if there are ingredients that form a major 

component of a feast. 

 

The Business of Redacting 
If you’ve ever looked at ancient or medieval recipes, you will know they aren’t like modern ones.  

Ingredients aren’t always listed in the order they’re used, or might be missing entirely, there are often 

no measurements or timings, and even cooking methods can be inexact.  However medieval recipes 

were more likely memory aids than precise instructions; a medieval cook might also be cooking for 

anywhere between 10 to 1,000 guests, so quantities aren’t necessarily useful.  And even in a modern 

recipe, timings are often more like guidelines than actual rules. 

 

Before You Begin: Gain a Working Cooking Knowledge 

You need to have a reasonable grasp of general cooking before you try and start redacting recipes.  This 

way, you will be more likely to work out what an author meant, you will know how to combine 

ingredients, and you may even recognise what the final dish will be from its description. 

 

Step 1: Find Your Recipe 

If at all possible, work from the original manuscript or a direct copy.  Translators are sometimes 

“helpful” in putting things in a modern way of speaking, which can cause more harm than good. 

 

Translate your recipe directly into modern English.  If you are working with an unknown language, you 

have to work with someone else’s translation, but even period “English” can be weird. 

 

Step 2: Know Your Source 

Understand your source material.  Find out about the manuscript and the author, and its intended 

purpose.  Usually this simply means reading the Introduction for a book. 

 

If you are working with someone’s translation, find out if it’s reputable – and the easiest thing to do is 

ask other SCA cooks.  There aren’t that many undiscovered manuscripts (or translations) out there.  

Odds are, someone’s going to know whether this funky new book you’ve found is actually worth using. 
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Step 3: Parse your Recipe 

(Yes, I work in IT).  Break down your recipe into ingredients, cooking methods and service 

instructions.  Try and group your ingredients together – major ingredients, seasonings, garnishes etc. 

 

If there are weights and measurements mentioned, translate them into metric equivalents.  If there are 

proportions mentioned (for example “of sugar, half as much as flour”) take note of them and think 

about what the final weights will be. 

 

Step 4: Know your Ingredients 

Make notes on your ingredients, and try and find out what they were.  Especially for herbs and spices, 

use modern sources of information, because these will tell you about toxicity.  Consider what would 

have been used in period, rather than modern times.  For meat, consider what cut is the best cut to use.  

Find reliable sources for your ingredients. 

 

Step 5: Consider Cooking Methods 

What cooking methods are mentioned in your recipe – boiling, frying, roasting?  Are there any 

indication of temperatures?  Any indication of cooking times?  Note the cooking methods if any, and try 

and get them into the correct order.  DO NOT substitute modern methods here. 

 

Step 6: Look for Other Versions 

In other manuscripts, are there recipes with the same name, or similar methods?  You often find there 

will be similar recipes in other manuscripts, which can help you fill in gaps or put your own spin on the 

recipe (while still being “period”). 

 

Step 7: Fill in Any Gaps 

Does your recipe look complete?  Are there any steps you think are missing, and will you need to draw 

on your cooking knowledge to fill in the gaps?  A classic example of this is pies and tarts – they feature 

heavily in medieval cooking, but you will search long and hard before you find a pastry recipe in a 

period cookbook.  Pastry was one of those things “everyone knew how to make;” furthermore, in a 

royal household, there was often a separate kitchen just for making pastry, with one or more people 

whose sole job was to make pastry.  Probably they guarded their recipes and techniques. 
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Step 8: Prepare a Proper Recipe 

WRITE DOWN the ingredients, using proper portions, cooking methods and timings (tip: when 

working with meat, use 500g or 1KG as your base portion – it will make scaling for feasts easier).  

Make notes of any substitutions you have made and why. 

 

It is a good idea to keep a recipe log, such as an exercise book.  Trying to remember what you did even 

the next day rarely works.  And writing down your redaction on any piece of paper that comes to hand 

guarantees that paper will go missing when you need it for a feast. 

 

Step 9: Try, and Evaluate, the Recipe 

How did it go?  Are there any improvements you could make?  Was it easy to make, and would you be 

able to do it easily in bulk at a feast?  What equipment did you need? 

 

WAS IT TASTY? 

 

Three Period Recipes (And Redactions) 

Dipping Sauce for Oysters 

Step 1 

In ostreis: piper ligusticum oui uitellum acetum liquamen oleum et uinium, si uolueris 
et mel addes.1 

 

For oysters: pepper, lovage, egg yolk, vinegar, liquamen, oil and wine.  If you wish, 
add honey.2 (Apicius De re coquinara 9.6) 

Step 2 

This recipe comes from Apicius De re coquinara, a collection of Roman recipes put together in C4 AD, 

including recipes that are probably much older.  It was probably put together for cooks’ use rather than 

a text for gourmands. 

Step 3 

A sauce, likely for dipping, for oysters.  Ingredients are pepper, lovage, egg yolk, vinegar, liquamen, oil 

and wine, with optional honey.  No cooking/combining instructions given. 

                                                      
1 Christopher Grocock and Sally Grainger, Apicius, 292. 
2 Christopher Grocock and Sally Grainger, Apicius, 293. 
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Step 4 

Oysters: very popular in Rome.  They were a key ingredient in Embractum Baianum, a seafood 

casserole that was a specialty of Baiae, an expensive, luxurious resort in the Bay of Naples.3  According 

to Pliny, it was one of the first seafoods to be farmed.4 

Lovage: (Levisticum officinale) a plant that appears frequently in Roman cooking.  It has an extremely 

strong celery scent.  Sally Grainger and Patrick Faas believe the seeds were used more frequently, as it 

is usually listed amongst the spices in Apicius.5  I feel either the leaves or the seed can be used, as they 

both have a similar taste, however the seed is probably more appropriate in a cooked dish.  If lovage 

leaf or seed is unavailable, celery leaf or seed is a good substitute. 

Liquamen: fish sauce.  Archaeological finds from Pompeii and other sites indicate that garum and 

liquamen where different products, as there are different amphorae for storing each.  Grainger suggests 

garum was the table fish sauce used by gourmands, while liquamen was the sauce used by cooks.6  

Pliny the Elder states that garum was made from the entrails and viscera of fish such as mackerel, and 

salt.7  In contrast Isidore of Seville tells us liquamen is little fish dissolved in salt.8 

Oil: In recreating Roman dishes, extra virgin olive oil should only be used.  This is the oil obtained by 

cold pressing, where the fruits are crushed to obtain the oil, as the Romans would have done.  Lesser 

quality olive oils, “Pure” or “Extra Light,” are produced using heating and processing in a mechanical 

centrifuge that the Romans would not have been able to use.9 

Step 5 

No cooking methods mentioned. 

Step 6 

There are a number of similar recipes for sauces to serve with fish in Apicius.  Apicius 9.3.2, for 

instance, is a sauce for stuffed squid which adds pepper, lovage, coriander, celery seed, honey, vinegar, 

fish sauce and wine to the egg yolks and oil.  This recipe specifies to “thicken it.”10 

Step 7 

This is just a list of ingredients, with no indication of what to do with them.  However, it’s a sauce.  Are 

there any modern recipes that combine these types of ingredients?  Yes – MAYONNAISE.  It probably 

would have been combined in a mortarium. 

                                                      
3 Andrew Dalby, Empire of Pleasures, 53. 
4 Pliny, Natural History 9.79-80. 
5 Sally Grainger, Cooking Apicius, 24; Faas, Around the Roman Table, 151. 
6 If the Apicius text was compiled by cooks for other cooks, this would explain why “liquamen”  is used instead of 

“garum.” 
7 Pliny the Elder, Natural History, 31.93. 
8 Isidore of Seville, Etymologiae, 20.3.20. 
9 Harold McGee, On Food and Cooking, 339 – 341. 
10 Christopher Grocock and Sally Grainger, Apicius, 291. 
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Step 8 

Ingredients: 

1 dozen oysters, with shells   
 

Sauce: 

1 egg yolk 1 tsp fish sauce 

approx ½ cup olive oil 1 tsp white wine 

2 tbs lovage leaves, finely chopped (see notes) ½ tsp ground pepper 

1 tsp wine vinegar  

 

Method 

1. In a bowl with a narrow bottom and steep sides, add the egg yolk, the lovage, the pepper, 

and half the vinegar, fish sauce and wine.  Whisk together. 

2. To make the sauce in the likely Roman fashion, use two thin sticks (such as chopsticks) to 

whisk the ingredients together.  Add the oil, a little at a time, while continuing to whisk.  It 

can help to have a second person adding the oil.  Be careful not to add the oil too quickly, 

or the egg yolk will curdle.  You can add the oil more quickly when around half has been 

added.  When the desired amount has been made, add the rest of the vinegar, fish sauce and 

wine, adjusting the flavour as required. 

3. To make the sauce in a painless, modern fashion, use a stab mixer to whisk the mixture 

while slowly adding the oil.  There is much less risk of curdling if using a stab mixer. 

4. Serve the sauce as a dipping sauce for the raw oysters, or spoon the sauce on the oysters in 

their shells. 

Numidian Chicken 

Step 1 

Pullum numidicum: pullum curas, elixas, leuas, laser ac piper <aspergis> et assas.  
teres piper cuminum coriandri semen laseris radicem rutam careotam nucleos; 
suffundis acetum mel liquamen et oleum; temperabis. cum ferbuerit, amulo obligas, 
pullum perfundis, piper aspergis et inferes.11 

 

Numidian chicken: prepare the chicken, parboil it and lift it out, <sprinkle> asafoetida 
(lasere) and pepper and roast it. Pound pepper, cumin, coriander seed, root of 
asafoetida, rue, dates, pine nuts; pour in vinegar, honey, liquamen and oil; balance the 
flavours.  When it comes to heat, thicken with starch, pour over the chicken, sprinkle 

                                                      
11 Christopher Grocock and Sally Grainger, Apicius, 230. 
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pepper and serve.12 (Apicius De re coquinara 6.8.5) 

Step 2 

This recipe comes from the same manuscript as the oysters dipping sauce. 

Step 3 

Chicken, sprinkled with lasere and pepper.  Served with a sauce made from pepper, cumin, coriander 

seed, lasere, rue, dates, pine nuts, vinegar, honey, fish sauce and oil, with starch. 

Chicken is par-boiled, sprinkled with spices, then roasted.  Sauce is combined, flavoured to taste, 

heatened and thickened with starch. 

Served sprinkled with more pepper. 

Step 4 

Cumin: Cumin is actually a Mediterranean spice and was widely used in Roman cooking.  It’s also 

hardy, so they introduced it wherever they went. 

Lasere: (silphium) a plant that became extinct during the reign of Nero.  It was an incredibly popular, 

and luxurious, Roman ingredient.  It grew only in northern Africa, and was the main export of the city 

of Cyrene.  However, it was unable to be cultivated and had to be gathered in the wild.  According to 

Pliny the Elder overcropping led to the plant’s demise,13 while Strabo the geographer reports that 

nomads, due to a dispute with Cyrene, uprooted and killed any plants they could find.14  After it became 

unavailable, the Romans substituted asafoetida. 

Rue: (Ruta graveolens) an extremely bitter herb that contains some nasty toxins; it provokes allergic 

reactions in many people, and can also be an abortifacent.15  I suspect it was included to balance the 

extreme sweetness from the dates and honey.  If concerned, substitute rocket or feverfew, which have a 

similar flavour profile (rocket is not nearly as nasty) and have less chance of provoking allergic 

reactions or miscarriages. 

Step 5 

The chicken is first par-boiled, then roasted.  This probably occurred in a covered ceramic pan over 

coals.  Parboiling the chicken before roasting adds extra moisture to the chicken flesh, as well as being 

part of the process of cleaning the meat to make it edible.16  It also helps to render excess fat from the 

chicken, resulting in a less greasy dish. 

Step 6 

Nothing similar, but lots of recipes for chicken. 

                                                      
12 Christopher Grocock and Sally Grainger, Apicius, 231. 
13 Pliny the Elder, Natural History, 19.40. 
14 Strabo, Geography, 17.3.22. 
15 Jessica Houdret, Herbs and Herb Gardening, 212 – 213. 
16 Terence Scully, The Art of Cookery in the Middle Ages, 44.  Boiling meat helped to add moist humors to food. 
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Step 7 

There are two key aspects to my redaction of this dish.  The first is the name, Numidian Chicken.  The 

kingdom of Numidia, in north Africa, was inhabited by dark skinned people; the sauce should be dark, 

hence being quite generous with the dates.  However, dates are very sweet, which leads to the second 

key aspect of this redaction – the phrase “balance the flavours.”  To me, this means the sauce should not 

be overly sweet.  I believe this is the reason rue is added to this dish.  It is a very bitter herb, and would 

be important in balancing out the sweetness provided by the dates.  “Balancing the flavours” also 

suggests the maker is free to make the sauce to their own personal taste. 

Step 8 

Ingredients 

1kg chicken pieces Asafoetida powder Pepper 
 

Sauce: 

½ cup dates 2 tsp coriander seed 1 tbs honey 
3 tbs pine nuts pinch asafoetida 2 tbs fish sauce 
¼ tsp pepper 2 tbs rue (see notes) 1 tbs olive oil 
1 tsp cumin 3 tbs wine vinegar 1 tbs cornstarch 

 

Method 

1. Over a medium heat, gently dry-fry the spices (pepper, cumin, coriander seed) until they 

are fragrant.  Don’t let them colour, or they will burn.  Grind to a fine powder in a mortar 

and pestle as the Romans would have done,17 or use an electric spice grinder. 

2. Gently toast the pine nuts until they are golden. 

3. To make the sauce in the Roman fashion, pound all the ingredients except the cornstarch to 

a smooth paste in a mortar and pestle. 

4. To make the sauce in a painless, modern fashion, process all ingredients except the 

cornstarch in a food processor until reduced to a smooth paste. 

5. Whether using the mortar and pestle or the food processor, use water or chicken stock to 

add extra liquid if necessary,18 and balance the other ingredients as you see fit (for example 

add more vinegar for a sharper sauce, more honey for a sweeter sauce).  Leave aside for 

the flavours to develop. 

                                                      
17 The Romans used a mortarium to pound ingredients to powder and paste, and to mix ingredients.  A good example 

can be seen at the British Museum - 
http://www.britishmuseum.org/explore/highlights/highlight_objects/pe_prb/p/pottery_mortarium.aspx 

18 The recipe doesn’t say this, but it makes the final sauce smoother. 
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6. In a saucepan on the stove top, gently boil the chicken until the flesh has gone white and 

opaque, then remove from the water and leave to dry completely.  Sprinkle the chicken 

liberally with asafoetida and pepper, then roast in a 180° oven until the juices are clear 

when a knife is inserted into a thick part of the flesh, or a digital probe inserted into the 

flesh reads 65 - 70°. 

7. Heat the sauce, and add the cornstarch when the sauce is bubbling slightly, and mix well.  

Then pour over the chicken. 

To serve, sprinkle chicken pieces with pepper.  Can be eaten hot or cold. 

 

Nuhud al-Adhra - Virgin’s Breasts 

Step 1 

Knead sugar, almonds, samid and samna, equal parts, and make them like breasts, 
and arrange them on a brass tray.  Put it in the bread oven until done, and take it out.  
It comes out excellently.  Kitab Wasf al-Atima al-Mutada Chapter XI19 

Step 2 

Kitab Wasf al-Atima al-Mutada, “The Description of Familiar Foods,” was compiled in 13th/14th 

century Syria by an unknown author.  As two handsome manuscripts are housed in the Topkapi palace 

in Istanbul, it is likely these recipes were used by the cooks for Ottoman sultans. 

Step 3 

Sugar, almonds, samid and samna in equal quantities, shaped into breasts.  Baked on brass/metal trays 

in a “bread oven” – that is, very hot. 

Step 4 

Almonds: because these have to be combined in equal parts and final ingredient has to be shaped into 

little mounds, I’m assuming almond meal is used. 

Samid: definitely some sort of wheat product, but it’s not normal wheat flour.  Charles Perry believes 

it’s fine semolina,20 which is made from durum wheat, also used to make pasta.  It’s coarser than 

ordinary wheat flour.  However, Nawal Nasrallah believes it’s finer than ordinary flour,21 in which case 

it would be similar to wheaten cornflour. 

Samna: clarified butter or ghee – butter with the milk solids removed.  To make it, heat butter over a 

gentle heat until it is completely melted and bubbling.  You will see a white scum on the surface.  These 

are the milk solids.  Strain the melted butter through a strainer lined with a double layer of muslin and 

                                                      
19 Charles Perry, “The Description of Familiar Foods, 422. 
20 Charles Perry, A Baghdad Cookery Book, 22. 
21 Nawal Nasrallah, Annals of the Caliphs’ Kitchens, 573. 
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you will be left with lovely clear clarified butter.  Because the solids are the bit that makes butter go 

rancid, clarified butter does not need to be stored in the fridge.  Some lactose intolerant people are fine 

with clarified butter, as most of the lactose is removed with the solids. 

Step 5 

These would end up being biscuits baked in a hot oven.  However, no mention of how to combine. 

Step 6 

There is another recipe with the same title in “The Description of Familiar Foods,” but it uses just flour, 

clarified butter and sugar – and 15 times more sugar than the other ingredients. 

Step 7 

Obviously, this is a biscuit recipe and the same amount of everything is used.  However, working out 

how to combine them took 5 goes.  My first big mistake was using the modern convention of “cup 

of…” which is a measure of volume not weight, which Middle Eastern recipes used.  The first batches 

turned out far too dry and wouldn’t hold together; turns out a cup of semolina weighs more than a cup o 

clarified butter, so the ratio of wet to dry was wrong.  Then I had to work out how to combine the 

ingredients.  Most biscuits cream the butter and sugar – beat the butter and sugar together until the sugar 

dissolves.  However, this method doesn’t work with clarified butter; the creaming process needs the 

milk solids.  However, I realised the texture of the biscuits I was getting was similar to shortbread, and I 

knew of several modern recipes that melted clarified butter before adding the other ingredients.  And lo, 

it worked…. 

Step 8 

Recipe 

200g clarified butter 200g semolina 
200g caster sugar 200g almond meal 
 

1. Preheat your oven to 200°C. 

2. Mix the semolina and almond meal in a bowl. 

3. If your clarified butter is not melted, melt it, and then combine with the sugar until the 

sugar is at least partially dissolved and the mixture is frothy.  You can do this step with an 

electric mixer. 

4. Gradually add the combined semolina and almond meal to the butter and sugar – it is better 

to do this by hand.  You will wind up with a crumbly dough that binds when compressed. 

5. Take walnut sized balls of dough and press in to “breast” shapes.  Bake for around 10 

minutes, until pale gold.  Watch them, they cook quickly. 
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Further Reading 
Dalby, Andrew.  Dangerous Tastes.  British Library Press, 2002. 
Examines the stories behind individual spices, as well as the fashion and trade for spices. 

Grocock, Christopher; Grainger, Sally.  Apicius. A critical edition with an introduction and an English 

translation, Totnes: Prospect Books, 2006. 

The most recent (and best) translation of Apicius.  The translators are a scholar and a re-enactor cook, 

so they don’t mistranslate as others are wont to do. 

McGee, Harold.  On Food and Cooking.  Scribner, 2004. 

Cookbooks explain the “how” of cooking; in this book McGee explains a lot of the “why.”  Essential 

reading for understanding cooking, especially for those of us who want to ignore Heston when he says 

“Please don’t try this at home!”  I’m starting to read this before embarking on anything new, which 

cuts down on mistakes somewhat. 

Nasrallah, Nawal.  Annals of the Caliph’s Kitchens.  Brill, 2009. 

This isn’t a book – it’s a tome!  Primarily, it’s a translation of a tenth century manuscript (one of the 

earliest) but also contains a wealth of information about cooking, food service and food production, 

with an extensive glossary.  Should be in the library of any serious SCA cook, but it’s expensive.  If you 

want to get this book, do yourself a favour and get the hard-cover (yes, it’s more expensive but worth 

it). 

Renfrow, Cindy.  Take a Thousand Eggs or More (vols I and II).  Royal Fireworks Publishing 

Company, 2011. 

These books show the standard you should be aiming for in redactions.  Renfrow is a SCAdian, and 

these recipes are taken from two C15 English manuscripts.  Volume 1 has the original recipe, a 

translation, and a redaction, with notes explaining the redaction process.  It also has menus and a 

glossary.  Volume 2 is the recipes and translations from the C15 manuscripts that haven’t been 

redacted. 

Rodinson, Maxime (ed).  Medieval Arab Cookery.  Prospect Books, 2006. 

A collection of essays about medieval Arab cookery, food and eating, and translations of several 

cookbooks.  Essential for people with Middle Eastern personas, but it’s expensive and getting hard to 

find. 

Scully, Terence.  The Art of Cookery in the Middle Ages.  Boydell Press, 1995. 
If you are going to do any sort of medieval cooking, you really need to get hold of this book.  Scully has 
revolutionised food history, and writes a lot from practical experience; he actually tries out the recipes.  
Unfortunately, this book is getting difficult to find. 
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